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The Next War—
Android, Fennec, and
the Phones
By Michael Castelluccio, Editor
Channel 533MHz with on-board
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book Enthusiasts. Because these
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one of the most interesting

Microsoft civil action, that’s all ancient history (1998).
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work. The prospect of a Web War II, however, may not
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shape up as it did last time. This time, the widely estab-

The great browser war (Web War I) devolved into a

Today, Microsoft finds itself behind again. This time,

lished base, the Maginot Line if you care to look at it that

Kensington
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way, belongs to the world’s search company from Moun-

With the rush by so many man-

involve a much wider draft. It could be that as the PC is

ufacturers to release their own

replaced on the network by smartphones, it will be the

netbooks (ultra-compact note-

developing world that will provide the forces necessary to

books), it’s not surprising that

raise an unstoppable offensive.

the peripheral suppliers are creating lines of accessories

tain View. And even more important, this conflict might

Last fall, in an article titled “The Meek Shall Inherit
the Web,” The Economist predicted, “In future, most new

designed especially for these

continued on next page
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Internet users will be in developing countries and will use

(Market share data from Canalys, “Worldwide smart mobile

mobile phones. Expect a wave of innovation.” A prime

device market, Q3 2008”)

example cited in the article was the fact that 2008 was the
year that “China overtook America as the country
with the largest number of Internet
users—currently over 250 million.”

Mobile OSs often are inextricably linked with particular
hardware. The BlackBerry and iPhone are prime examples
of inseparable booster and rocket combinations. A more
recent combination, the T-Mobile G1 phone, is seen by

The potential of mobile Internet

some as eventual serious competition for Apple’s iPhone.

growth was further bolstered

The G1 runs on Google’s Android operating system and

by the 600 million mobile-

employs an Android browser. To date, about one million

phone subscribers in the

G1s have been sold, and T-Mobile says users have down-

country. Google’s president in

loaded an average of 40 apps. Far fewer than the 500 million

China, Lee Kai-fu, had at this
point already admitted that his
company was redesigning its products for the smartphone subscribers in

downloaded by iPhone users, but the G1 and Android are
just getting started (first released in October 2008), and
Google has app competitions with $250,000 and $100,000
prizes for developers.

a market where “most Chinese users who touch
the mobile Internet will have no PC at all.”
Another example of this drift away from PCs that The
Economist pointed to was Opera Software (a Norwegian
browser company that has a mobile version) and its growth
in mobile Web browsing. “The number of Web pages viewed
in June [2008] by the 14 million users of its software was

ANDROID AND FENNEC
Former Forbes senior writer and current GigaOM blogger
Om Malik had this to say about Google’s Android:
“Google’s Android, in my opinion, is a direct competitor
to Windows Mobile. Put another way, it’s Windows Mobile
done right. I say this because I have tried dozens of
Windows Mobile-based phones, and

over three billion, a 300% increase on a year earlier.

their user interface always leaves

The fastest growth was in developing countries

me feeling like someone with

including Russia, Indonesia, India, and

multiple cuts being sub-

South Africa.”
One month after the article in The

merged in salt water. Don’t

Economist, E-Week ran an article, “Win-

get me wrong—I think

dows Mobile Is an Also-ran.” In it, E-Week

Windows Mobile as an OS has

claimed, “Mobile phones are the future of

come a long way since its early,

computing, and they are ideally suited for access-

awkward roots. It’s just that the new

ing Web services. [The mobile phone will be] the device
most likely to subsume the PC’s computing and informa-

There’s even a descendant of the legendary Netscape

tional dominance [functioning as] the natural gateway to

Navigator joining the contest. Firefox’s customized Fennec

Web 2.0 platform applications and services.”

mobile browser has just been released in Beta 1. The Fennec

Microsoft’s advantage in the previous browser war, the

(a small species of fox) browser removes all the controls

established base of the Windows operating system, has

from the screen while remembering a lot of your own past

vaporized in the mobile world. Gartner predicted the sale of

behaviors. It uses touch controls and runs on Linux. For a

more than 1.25 billion handsets in 2008. That number

look at a number of other browsers available for the various

would eclipse the entire Windows PC base. Near the end of

mobile operating systems, go to http://webtrends.

last year, the worldwide ranking for mobile operating sys-

about.com/od/mobileweb20/tp/list_of_mobile_web_

tems was:

browsers.htm. There are links for demos for a number of

1. Symbian OS from Symbian Ltd. (46% market share)

the browsers.

2. iPhone OS from Apple Inc. (17.3% market share)

60

guys are better. A lot better.”

With Microsoft in fourth place in the field of inter-

3. BlackBerry OS from RIM (15.2% market share)

national competition, the gunfire might not be as loud

4. Windows Mobile from Microsoft (13.6% market share)

this time, but the struggle continues on a spectacular

5. Linux OS (5.1% market share)

scale. SF
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